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1. CONTINUATION OF DISCUSSION ON PROPOSED STAFF REGULATIONS:
12.2.4 of Agenda (Off.Rec.WHO, No.10, page 30, and documents
A/AF /6, A/AF /6 Corr.1, A/Ag / '/, A/AF /16 and AL g/18),,

Regulation 26

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) said the Secretariat proposed that the title

of Chapter IX should be "Staff Provident-Fund and Retirement and Pension

Fund", and had made consequential alterations in the regulations in order

to provide the necessary flexibility so that, at such time as a retirement

and pension fund was adopted by the Organization, there would be no

necessity to change the Staff Regulations, The matter of a pension scheme

would be discussed under a later item of the agenda (document S/44). Mr.

Siegel drew attention to an error in document A,/AF /6: the first line of

Regulation 26 should be deleted so that the regulation would read:

A deduction shall be made from the salaries of members of the staff
and paid into a staff provident fund rir3 into a retirement and
pension fund, to which funds the World Health Organization shall
make additional contributions.

Regulation 28, as drafted by the Secretariat, was approved.

Regulation 27

Mr. SIEGEL pointed out a misprint in Off.Rec.WHO, No.10, page 32: the

word "dependent" should read "dependents ".

Regulation 27 was approved: with the typographical correction mentioned.

Regulation 28

Mr. SIEGEL stated that there was no provision in the comparable United

Nations Regulations for an administrative tribunal. The Interim Commission

recommended that such a tribunal should be established, as specified in

document A/AF /7, and an amendment to the proposed regulation had been

submitted by the United States delegation in documentA,/AF /18,

Mr, MOORE (Secretariat) said that the need for an administrative

tribunal arose principally out of the judicial relationship betweon a staff .

member and the Organization. There. might be disputes which could not be

settled in the ordinary way and there must be some means of deciding them.

In normal circumstances a party to a contract would have available to him
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the national eóurts of a country, but in the case of WHO, because of the

immunities enjoyed, an employee could not bring his case to a national
r..

court and one had a situation in which the employer might be both judge

and a party to the case. It was therefore necessary to give the

employee the kind of right which he would have under national legislation.

In this connexion it should be noted that the Health Assembly had already

adopted ceitain legal obligations: the Convention on the Privileges and

Ïn mmities of the Specialized Agencies (Off.Rec;WHO, No.10), which

provided in Section 31 (page 115) that; "Each-specialized agency shall

yaks provision for appropriate modes, of settlement of: (a) disputes

arising out of contracts or other disputes of private character to which.

' the specialized agency is a party;" and the draft.Agreement between

the Swiss Federal Coùneil and they. dorld Health Organization concerning

the local status of 'IHb in Switzerland, which contained an exactly similar

provision.

Consequently it appeared that WHO was required to make provision :or

appropriate modes of settlement of disputes of a, private cháracter, and the

mode the Interim Commission had sélected was the administrative tribunal.

Under this regulation the Executive Board could adopt whatever method of

:setting up the tribunal appeared to itthe most efficient, 1L0 had

such an administrative tribunal of three persons who were high judges

chosen for that purpose, and who met once a year or oftener,

Under Regulation 28 the Executive Board might establish a tribunal

of its Darn or might simply designate the ILO tribunal to act for it by

agreement with that organization.

Mr. CRUIKSHANK (United States of America) said that: the altèrnativo

proposal of the United States delegation (A/AF /18) was prompted by .a

desire to meet the objectives which had been presented by the Secretariats

at the salué time recognizing two basic problems:

1) While the desirability of keeping such disputes and assess

ments within the province of persons; who were close to the issues and.

1 understood the relationship between staff members and the Organization
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was appreciated, it was also realized that an issue arising between

an employee and the Organization could not, in justice to either

party, be left in the hands of persons parties to the dispute; e.g.,

the machinery provided should not be such as to allow one party, the

Director- General, to have the final say in the matter.

2) ':Then justice was sought for employees it was not only legalistic

determinations that guaranteed fair play; matters concerning internal

pelatidhship oftenlmd tó be adjudicated by persons well acquainted

with the issues at first hand. An outside administrative tribunal

would incline towards legalistic determinations rather than those

based on issues of réal concern to the employees.

Experience with labour organizations inthe United States of America

had shown that machinery which was internal and yet impartial could best

guarantee the interest and welfare of workers and thus contribute materially

to the successful operation of the organization.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) said that the aspect of the question

that concerned internal management was important but easy to understand;

the legal aspect was equally important but not so easily understood by all

the members of the committee, He therefore proposed that the.Legal

Committee be asked to report upon this question,

Sir,DIiIREN MITRA (India) supported the views of Dr, van den Berg.

M, BhGIDADI (Egypt) said he agreed with the text submitted by the

United'States delegation. The considerations underlying it had long

been recognized in France and were embodied in the Constitution of the

Conseil d'Etat. The juridical difficulties muât be kept inmind. If

the Secretariat's proposal were adopted this might give the plaintiff

a position in international law which had not yet been recognized. The
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possibility of a member of the tribunal being apPointed by the Inter-

national CoUrt of Justice should also be Consideredi,'

111. . 1.1 .

M, BOISSIER (Switzerland) thought it should be possible to reach

a decision in the present committee, as there was little substantial

difference between the two texts, the only real queetiOn being the

composition oithe TribUnal. The phrade in thé United. States text,

"t#o members seleCtedipy members of the.stafe" was -somewhat ambiguous;

it would be better to state that those members should be chosen by the

staff member making the complaint. In regard to the application of

the law, the principles applied in arbitration tribunals should be

followed and decisions should be given in equity and not on the basis

of purely legal considerations .

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) being asked by the Chairman to give the views

of the Secretariat on the text proposed by the United States delegation

with the amendment suggested by the delegation of Switzerland, reminded

the committee that Regulation 23 provided for an Appeals Board to do two

things.: to conduct enquiries in disciplinary deterMination cases, and to

deal with appeals of staff mémberi against disciplinary action or any

decision regarding determinatidn Of their appantMint.' ' The"Composition

of this Board, which was now being dealt;iih In Regulation 28, was

important: should members of staffori thei.Boardj: they might be in

the position of arriving at a decibion,which conflicted with the decision

of their own superior, the Djréctor-General.
. ' ..

There was no objection on the part of the Secretariat to this

regulation being referred to the Legal Committee.

Dr. CHISHOI.L (Executive Secretary of the Interim Commission) said it

must be remembered that before any matter would be referred. to the
. .

proposed Board
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there would have been a considerably history of conflict and diffi-

culty in arriving at a conclusion. If the Board were made up of

or chosen by members of the Secretariat and the Executive Board,

and the Director -General, who were the very people concerned inti-

mately in the problem, it would have the effect of producing opposite

sides to take a decision, and any decision so taken might continue to

cause trouble within the Secretariat. Therefore it seemed highly

desirable that a decision made at what must be the final stage of a

problem should be taken by people completely outside the Organization

and completely disinterested, having nothing to gain er lose.

Mr. CAUIKSHA& (United Statis o; America) said that what his

delegation were most desirous of avoiding was a legalistic procedure.

Experience showed that when a completely outside tribunal of a judicial

nature was appointed, this often unwittingly affected procedures at

the lower level; there was a desire to build up a case for appeal

rather than a desire to get the issues settled at the lower level where

.they arose. The United States proposal did not necessarily limit the

composition of the Board to members of the Secretariat of the Executive

Board, nor need the chairman be a member of the Executive Board. Any

of these members could be selected from outside the Organization, and

those selectéd by the staff should be chosen because of their general

representative character. Therefore it would notnecessarily mean

that members of the staff would be taking decisions on internal staff

questions in which they might be directly or indirectly involved.

M. BAOHDADI (Egypt) said there were two questions. 1) As to the

status of the Tribunal, would it be autonomous or a part of the internal

machinery of the Organization? 2) As to its composition, was the Ex-

cutiwe Board to be empowered to establish this tribunal, or were rules

to be laid down concerning its composition? In face of these questions

he supported the proposal to refer the matter to the Legal Committee.

Decision .", voto taken by show of hands. resulting in a majority in

favour of the proposal of the Netherlands delegation, it was decided
to refer Regulaton on 28 to the Legal Committee for an opin_i.f, :;.
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Regulations 29 and 30 were approved without discussion

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) said. that Chapter XII of the United Nations

Staff Regulations} "Children's Allorîances and Education Grants ", had:

not been included in the. i0. Staff Regulations. Provision for a1lpw. ces

would be made in the Staff Rules.

 The CHAIRMAN announced that the whole of the proposed Staff Regu-

lations as amended, with the bxeeption of Regulation 28, had now been

accepted.

Decision: On the proposal of Mr. Edmonds (United Kingdom), the
committee recommended for aloption by the Health Assembly, to I)e
added to the resolution adopting the Staff Regulations, the
following resolution:

The Health Assembly further resolves that the Director -General re-
view the provisional Staff Regulations in the light of the first
full year's work and report thereon to the Assembly.

2. DRAFT FIR'.0 REPORT OF THE WOLIaTTEE

Dr. CHU (China) presented the draft first report of. the Committee

(document A/AF /20) on the proposed Financial Regulations. Page 1 was

read by Dr. Chu and the regulations themselves were taken as read.

Decision: The draft first report of the committee for pry.
sentationtothe Health Assembly was adopted.

3, 12.2.7.2. APPOINT! ENT OF EXTERNAL AUDITORS Off,Reo.YIHO 7 No .10

page ¿.2, and document

Mr, RTTFy (Secretariat) read regulation 32 in its amended form as

adopted by the committee (document A/AF /20) and said that the ç- ,mnittee

had now to decide what recommendation it would make to the Assembly as

to the auditors to be appointed. Document A/AP /9 gave detailed reasons

for the findings of the Secretariat.

Mr. ROSEI:AN (Unites. ;States of America) said the subject was a

highly technical one in which the Secretariat could r ot be expected to

take leadership, because the matter under consideration was the

appointment of people who would audit and judge the financial

work of the Secretariat. There were four
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possibilities before the Organization; 1. It might use the existing United

Nations Board of Auditors; 2. It might set up for itself a board of auditors

comparable to that of the United Nations; 3. It might appoint a commercial

firm of auditors; 24.. It might designate an individual auditor of international

repute, not normally thought of as a commercial auditor. All the Members

were concerned to have as good an audit as possible and at the same time not

to spend too much of the Organizationts limited funds on a large and complex

audit structure. The United States delegation felt that the simplest and

most effective way to aocomplish this was to appoint an individual who had

had experience in audits of this type.

As to the other three methods suggested, the United Nations Board of

Auditors was concerned with many problems of a very large organization and had

a tome -table into which it might be difficult to it the work of WHO: to

establish a similar tripartite board for WHO would appear to be unduly expen-

sive in proportion to the work involved, and a commercial firm seemed hardly

suitable for the WHO type of operation, which was of an essentially governmental.

nature.

The United States delegation therefore suggested that the Seoretariat be

instructed to ascertain whether the services of one of the members of the exist

ing tiN Board of Auditors, possibly the representative of Sweden, would be avail

able to serve as auditor for WHO and on what terms and conditions, and to make

a recommendation to the Emecutive Board before the termination of the present

Health Assembly so that the issue could be settled.

Dr. van den BERG (Netherlands) agreed with the proposal of the delegation

of the United States but asked why the difficulties referred to in connexion

with the UN Board of Auditors did not also applÿ to an individual member of that

board.

Mrs ROSEMAN (United States of America) explained that the three members of

the UN Board prepared their work in different countries and then met together.

The Swedish representative actually worked in Geneva and was also the auditor

for ILO. By his appointment WHO would secure the benefit of the experience

and the proved integrity and competence of the UN Board.
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Mr. EDIUIONDS (United Kingdom) supported, with "a proviso, the

propósal to appoint the Swedish member of the UN Board, His

delegation believed that the use of the UN Board would be beneficial;

it would'help towards standardizing administr-tive practice and a board

vas probably better than an individual. The Secretariat should there-

fóre be asked to continue to study the question of'using the'UN Board

in Í' ure aAd to report to the Executive Board before .&asemb1y

met next year.

. M. RAFFARD (France) supported the views expressed by the United

Kingdom delegate.

In reply to a question by Sir Dhiren Mitra, Mr. SIEGEL read

section.8 Of document A /AF /9, which set wit the audit arrangements made

by other. specialized agencies.

Sir DHIREN MITRA (India) remarked that there did not appear to b'e

any precedent for appointing the UN Board of Auditors and he would

support the. United States proposal that a member of that board be

appointed.

The CHAIRMAN proposed that a small working party be establisried

to study the question.

Dr. VIBOGRADOV.(USSR) said that his delegation would recommend the

appointment of the UN Board of.Auditors.

Mr. LaNDALE (Australia) asked whether the Secretariat had

ascertained that the Swedish representative on the UN Board would be

available.

Mr. SIEGEL said that on the question of the possible appointment

of the UN Board of Auditors, information had been received from the

chairman of that board and was contained in document A /AF /9 section 4.
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He read this section and added that a factor to be considered was the

timing of the audits Under provisional Financial Regulation 32, l.May

had been fixed for submission of the audit report to enable it to be

presented.to the following Health Assembly, which it was assumed would be

held early' in the year as specifically requested by the UN General Assembly

and the Economic and Social Council. If it was decided to hold the

Health Assembly later than 1 June the question of time would not be so

important.

It was understood that the Swedish representative on the UN Board

of Alditors would be 'able to assume the additional duties. As well as

being the auditor of ILO, he had been the auditor of the League of Nations

for a number of years.

Appendix 2 to document A /AF/9 was a proposed resolution on the

appointment and responsibilities of external auditors and Appendix 3 was

a. proposed letter of appointment. It might be expedient to have a small '

working party which would consider these matters as well as the main

question under discussion.

Dr. VINOGRADOV (USSR), having regard to the fact -that certain

supplementary questions had been raised, supported the reference of the

matter to a working party.

The. CIHAIRMAN proposed that the working party' should consist of the

delegates of the United States of America, USSR and the Netherlands.

Decision: It was decided that a working party, as suggested by the
Chairman, should be set up to consider the question of external auditors,
meeting immediately after the next plenary meeting of the Health Assembly.
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3. 12.2.7. 3. T_S:iR1'i:CE ( Cf f ,Rec.,'!r0, No.10, page 4_-: and Document A/t1.1'/1)

The CIAIRan said document Á /AF /1 listed a number of types o

insurance ihich were recea ien6ed for consideration, together with a

proposed resolution for submission to the Assembly.

Mr. SIEGEL said the proposed resolution in document A /AF/1 set

forth a policy for WHO. He referred in particular to the question of

the fidelity bond, which. the United Kingdom delegation, in document A /1,

had suggested holding over.

(At this point the Chair was taken ty Jr. van der Spuy
(Union of South Africa), -%ice -Chairman, to enable the Chairman to
absent himself for other duties)

Mr. SIEGEL, at the Chairman's requests surveyed the types of

insurance covered by employee compensation (workmen's compensation),

provision for which had been made by the United Nations and most of the

specialized agencies.

The CHAIRMAN invited the committee to consider the text of the

proposed resolution (at the end of document A /AF%1); paragraphs A - H

were dealt with seriatim.

A. Employee Compensation.

This paragraph was approved.

B. Public Liability and Property Damage Insurance

This paragraph was approved.

C. Fire and Other Comprehensive Insurance

This paragraph was approved.

D. Fidelity Bonds

Mr. EDMONDS (United Kingdom) said that this paragraph continued

the view expressed by the United Kingdom delegation in document A/i.

This paragraph was approved.
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E. Group Life Insurance

Mr. ROSEMAN (United States of America) said the United States

delegation wished to indicate that care should be taken by the Executive

Board to avoid duplicating coverage, and protection under this head of

insurance and under the staff pension plan.

The CHAIRMAN said due note would be taken of these views.

Mr. SIEGEL said the Secretariat was in agreement. It felt that

group life insurance could not be finally settled until the pension plan

had'been approved. The Executive Board's decision must be held over

until then.

This paragraph was approved.

F. Hositalization and Medical, Care Insuranc for staff Members

Dr. UNGAR (Czechoslovakia) proposed omitting "if practicable ",

in relation to dependents who, he thought, should benefit in all cases.

Mr. EDMONDS (United Kingdom) asked what was meant by "dependents ".

The clause seemed a very wide one.

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) said that normally the term "dependents"

was applicable to children up to legal age, to wives, and sometimes to

parents or relatives dependent for the major part of their subsistence

on the parson concerned.

Mr. EDMONDS (United Kingdom) said that in view of this explanation

the United Kingdom delegation thought the words "if practicable" should

be retained. The Director- General or the Executive Board would have to

look into each case.

The CHAIRMAN asked if any delegate wished to second the Czech

proposal to delete "if practicable" or the United Kingdom proposal to

retain those words.
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M. RAFFARD (France) seconded the United Kingdom proposal to retain

the words "if practicable ". He thought the Secretariat's hands should

be free in this matter.

The United Kingdom proposal to retain "if practicable" was approved.

This paragraph was approved.

G. Personal Effects Insurance (Baggage)

This paragraph was approved.

H. Other Forms of Insurance

This paragraph was approved.

The draft resolution on pages 5 and 6 of document A /AF /1 was

approved.-

4. 12.2.7.1 ADMINISTRATIVE AND FINANCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE UNITED

NATIONS AND SPECIALIZED AGENCIES (Off0Rec.ÑHO; No.10,
page 40, and Documents S.43, 8.44, S.49 and 8065)

a. International Civil Service Advisory Board (Document S.43)

The CHAIRMAN asked the Secretary to introduce document S.43.

Mr. SIEGEL, in response to the Chairmanas invitation, stressed the

advisory and consultative character of the board mentioned in the findings

of the working party which reported to the Co- ordination Committee, and

referred to the estimated cost of WHO participation. The Interim

Commission had approved participation by the Commission, and it was for

the committee to consider now whether it wished to recommend to the

Assembly that WHO should participate in future.

The CHAIRMAN, noting that no members of the committee wished to

speak, proposed that the Rapporteur be asked to prepare a draft resolution

on participation.

This was agreed.
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b) Staff Retirement and Pension Scheme (Document S.44)

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) said that pending finalization of the United

Nations retirement and pension scheme, it was felt that the plan for WHO

should be held over for the present, the decision in the matter being left

to the Executive Board, It was suggested, however, that in addition to

continuing the Provident Fund, a separate fund should immediately be estab-

lished, to be known as the "Retirement and Pension Fund - Provisional ". A

draft recommendation to the Health Assembly, embodying the terms of a draft

resoluUon, would be found at the end of document S.44.

The recommendation on page 3 of document S.44 was approved.

c) Tax Equalization (Document S.filZ

Mr. SIEGEL said the problem of tax equalization had been under con-

sideration for the past two years. It resulted from the fact that certain

countries did not grant immunity to their nationals when employed by inter-

national organizations. The United Nations had arranged for reimbursement

to officials, to ensure equality in the matter. The last General Assembly

had instructed the Secretariat, to study and consider an internal assessment

plan, to came before the next Assembly; no decision had yet been reached.

It was now suggested that the problem should also be considered by the first

Health Assembly, and a draft recommendation to the Health Assembly would be

found in document S.49, embodying a draft resolution in the matter.

Na.. ROSEMAN (United States of America) said the United States Govern-

ment would continue to tax its officials, as it considered it neither

morally nor socially sound to exempt international officials from internal

taxes. He hoped a solution might be found at the next General 4ssembly

and now supported tho WHO draft as an interim measure until the problem

could be worked out for all international agencies.

The recommendation on page 2 of docutont S.49 was approved.

The meeting rose at 12.30 p.m.


